UNATTENDED (NON-WITNESSED) CREMAINS SCATTERING

- Cremains can be delivered to our Captain or mailed USPS with tracking number.
- Cremains are scattered within 60 days of receipt (usually two weeks, weather permitting) off the coast of San Diego.
- Cremains are not co-mingled and are scattered one at a time with dignity and compassion.
- A Permit for Disposition is required. For us to obtain and process the permit, an additional fee of $69 is collected.

- An email is sent to you afterwards along with a copy of the completed permit (if you desire) and the GPS location.
- We report to the EPA
- We enter each decedent into our secure CRM system so that we can retrieve the information for you in the future, if needed.
- Call or email to request a shipping form.

Basic Service - $295
Each additional cremains - $95
View from Shore - $495